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F-bodies. The body and interior is pretty clean for its age. This will be slowly updated but here
are some pictures from my Iphone I will take better ones tomorrow. Thank you for veiwing-Bob
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login, enter your password:. Forgot your password? Michelangelo had marble. The ancient
Romans had travertine. Ken Ramey's material of choice is much harder to whittle into shape
than natural stone, but raw blocks of billet aluminum are no match for his mastery of lathes,
mills, and five-axis CNC machines. With plus years of machining expertise on tap, Ken can
carve everything imaginableâ€”from valve covers to brake calipers to shifter handlesâ€”out of
billet, and that's exactly what he did while building his Pontiac Firebird. Although Ken's
handiwork will never command as much universal acclaim as David or the Colosseum, when a
man goes through the trouble of machining parts as insignificant as exhaust hangers out of
billet, mad props from his fellow hot rodders inevitably ensue. With that kind of attention to
detail invested into the most significant and insignificant of parts, there's no way that the rest of
the car can disappoint. And it doesn't. Complementing all that billet is a Firebird packing LS
power, six forward gears, and an aluminum suspension all wrapped in surgically enhanced
sheetmetal. As it turns out, machinists don't just build cool parts. They build killer cars, too.
Since Ken bought the Firebird as an opportunist, and not as a Pontiac fanatic fulfilling a
life-long dream, his plan for the project was to put it back together and sell it. Pro Touring was
becoming very popular at the time, I decided to take the car in that direction, and everything
snowballed from there. I think that my background in engineering and machining definitely
helped me envision how I wanted the car to look and perform from the early stages of the
project. In essence, Ken sketched up a rendering in his head, then commissioned Cris Gonzalez
at JCG to transform his vision into sheetmetal. Fortunately, the rust-free body meant that the
JCG crew could get straight to the good stuff. Although the sheetmetal modifications are subtle
individually, their cumulative effect is much more profound. The most noticeable tweaks are
fenders and quarter-panels that have been stretched fore and aft of the wheel arches. Custom
inner fenders open up real estate for wider tires, and the driprails have been shaved for a
smoother appearance. Likewise, the bumpers have been flush mounted for a tighter fit, and out
back the exhaust outlets protrude through a custom valance panel. Carbon fiber front and rear
spoilers add visual muscle, and Jerry Cransler of Paintin' Place Westlake Village, California gets
credit for spraying the finished body in silver and black paint. Smokin' hot looks aside, Ken
approached the build with functionality as a top priority, so he didn't monkey around when
selecting the Firebird's mechanicals. Suspending the F-body is an Art Morrison front clip that
includes beefier framerails, and C6 Corvette aluminum control arms and spindles. In the rear,
there's an Art Morrison three-link suspension featuring a Watt's link for enhanced lateral control
of the Ford 9-inch rearend assembly. Strange coilovers situated at each corner provide a wide
range of adjustability, and since no high-end Pro Touring build would be complete without a set
of fat rear tires, JCG tubbed the 'Bird as well. Not surprisingly, the braking hardware is all
Wilwood, including the pedals, master cylinders, and Aerolite inch rotors and calipers. To turn
all that potential grip into real grip, the cutting-edge chassis rolls on Nitto rubber wrapped
around inch front and inch rear Forgeline RB3 wheels. With the amount of effort that went into
building the Firebird's ultramodern chassis, an old-school carbureted motor simply wouldn't cut
it. Seeking power, reliability, low mass, and fuel economy, opting for LS power was a no-brainer
for Ken. To pull off the swap, Ken carved out a custom crossmember and motor mounts from
billet, then fabricated a set of custom headers. Granted that Ken brought in the big guns to
handle the body and paint, as well as the interior, there are literally hundreds of custom
machined parts he designed and built himself. The condensed version of the list includes
custom chassis braces, engine accessory pulleys, radiator core support shrouding,
crossmembers, valve covers, a shifter handle, a cold air induction system, switch panels, trim
rings, cupholders, a center console, and exhaust hangers. If you added up all the hours spent
on designing and machining all the custom billet parts, they're probably worth more than the
car," Ken quips. I did a lot of the design work at night, after hours, and I also have a machine
shop at home. I had a lot of fun building this car and designing all the custom parts that went

into it. In the process of fabricating a bunch of custom one-off billet components and bolting
them to a nipped and tucked body, Ken also built a truly stunning, fully modernized Pro Touring
Firebird. While it's oh-so common to find Camaros done up in such a fashion, it's very
refreshing to see such craftsmanship and determination materialize in the form of its
oft-neglected F-body sibling. Who needs marble and travertine when you can have billet blocks
and CNC machines? Drivetrain Transmission: Tremec T56 Magnum six-speed trans, stock
clutch, custom shifter Rear axle: Ford 9-inch rearend with 3. Close Ad. Robert McGaffin
photographer Stephen Kim writer. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter. As I scanned the show
field, I caught a glimpse of a black Bird dropped to the ground, rumbling by in the distance. The
small glint that caught my eye as the sun reflected off of the immaculate black paint was John
Holt's '68 Firebird, and I had to find out where he was going. Thankfully, a fellow employee at a
sister publication at Source Interlink remembered seeing the car parked near a pole with a sign.
That was all I had to go off of since trying to walk the Louisville fairgrounds with no idea as to
where the car was located was proving unsuccessful. Finally, after about 30 minutes, I located
the First-Gen Firebird parked amongst other muscular greats, but none of them had drawn a
crowd like this one. In fact, the crowd was so large, you'd expect to find P. Barnum himself in
the middle of it hawking his latest spectacle. Instead of hearing the tall tales of Barnum, happily
John was standing there, explaining the finer details of his masterpiece to those who cared to
ask how he did this or that. I walked up and immediately tried to blend into the crowd, throwing
a few questions in here and there as I listened to his story. The year-old Kentuckian's tale was
unlike most of the others we hear. It all started back in when John's son, Wade, came home
from his girlfriend's house excited beyond control. Wade pleaded with his father to at least take
a look at it, as he was itching to begin a father-son project and get on the road in a cool muscle
car. John and his son drove to Angelica's house and met with her parents, Jimmy and Shellie
LaFollette, before taking a look at the Pontiac. John couldn't refuse this deal and jumped at it.
Body John and Wade began to dismantle the Bird, all the while making note of the problem
areas. There were patches of rust, and the front fenders and hood had to be replaced. Once the
Pontiac was taken apart, the body was stripped with aircraft stripper and doused in two
helpings of Evercoat Slick Sand and two of PPG primer. John, Jason, and Wade all had a hand
in completing the bodywork, but John is the first to admit that Jason did the lion's share of it.
He repaired a hole in the floor, welded in minitubs, replaced the trunk floor, and made short
work of the remaining small rust spots before focusing on closing body gaps and straightening
bodylines. In the meantime, John and Wade smoothed the firewall. Just before the Pontiac was
ready for paint, Wade moved into a "truck phase" and lost interest in the Bird. Now that the
F-body was no longer for his son, it took a new direction, something a little more extreme
because John wanted to build a stunning machine. Once Jason was happy with the bodywork,
he locked himself away in the paint booth and applied PPG-DP90 sealer to the body. Next, he
sprayed four coats of pure black PPG basecoat. To add depth, Jason created his own potion for
the clearcoat. He then applied five coats and let it cure. Jason wet-sanded the clear, progressing
from through 1,, 1,, and 2,grit paper, and then employed the fine abrasives of 3M Professional
Polishing Compound and finishing products. This time-consuming process provided a superior
shine. Interior Inside, they almost started from scratch. The most difficult decision was
choosing the color. The original black interior was pulled out to make way for recovered Fiero
seats and custom rear seats. Jason and John constructed a base for the rear seats out of
plywood, and shaped them before covering them with fiberglass, seat foam, and leather. New
black carpeting, headliner, and a Billet Specialties wheel were sourced, and '69 Custom door
panels were recovered in the same brick and black treatment as the seats. The revised interior
wouldn't be complete without a killer audio system. An Alpine head unit was hung in place to
feed two in-door MB Quart 6. Suspension Supporting the Firebird is a slew of new goodies.
While suspension parts are usually out of sight, that didn't stop John and Jason from
powdercoating every piece satin black before they installed new bushings. John wanted his
Bird to sit low-really low-yet still be functional as a street car. To achieve this, Jason logged
onto Suicidedoors. Though the factory front sway bar and steering box remain, Jason created a
custom four-link rear suspension to house the bags and made his own 1-inch sway bar for the
rear. To remove what John calls highway float, brackets were made to remotely mount a set of
premium NAPA shocks, front and rear. Once everything was plumbed and tucked away, John
could control ride height on each corner of the F-Body and still drive around safely, even while
the car is sitting seductively low. Engine The freshly installed hood identified what lived
underneath it-the original Firebird engine block, but it was damaged beyond repair. The exhaust
is funneled out of 1. After the headers, Jason welded in a custom 2. He then painted it satin
black like the suspension so it can hide under the car without drawing any attention. The
crowning pieces of the engine are the March serpentine system and custom valve covers made

by Jason. He started with the original valve covers, which John felt would not match the theme
of the car. From there, extra material was welded on and smoothed. Finally, Jason made
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covers from fiberglass, on which he painted the text Pontiac , to disguise the factory covers
underneath. They give it the bling factor and cause conversations on their own. He went with a
staggered wheel setup; 18x7. Conclusion As the crowd dissipated, I made my way over to John
and expressed our interest in shooting the Firebird for the magazine. His excitement was
probably the same as Wade's when he first laid eyes on it. As I got my first good look at the
Poncho, I found myself entranced. I kept discovering new details everywhere I looked. Every
inch of this Firebird drips with class-from the clean design of the wheels to the disturbingly
perfect bodywork. Surprisingly, John tells us it only took about 14 months to complete the
project. Though the HPP article has been completed, the story of this Bird is still being written,
as it continues to grab attention and win awards wherever it goes. Close Ad. Kevin DiOssi
writer. Transmission And Rearend. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter.

